Digital Learning
Student Expectations

- Dress in school appropriate clothing.
- Find a quiet place to learn—no siblings, pets, televisions or other unrelated devices
- Be on time. Be ready to begin class 5 minutes before the start time.
- Use your name when you sign in to a meeting.
- Mute your microphone and be in camera view
  - Come prepared to learn and with all your materials including a charged device
  - Chat responsibly—follow the teachers directions, raise hand, no side chats, be respectful.
  - Do not share screen or mark up presentation unless invited by your teacher.
  - Be focused, attentive, and be an active participant.

- Watch the recorded mini lesson videos as assigned.
- Take notes during learning to help your understanding.
- Watch the videos multiple times and re-read assignments and documents for understanding
  - Complete work by due dates with BEST EFFORT

- Use the Class Question & Answer Board during the lesson to post and answer questions related to the lesson and be respectful.
- Read teacher feedback and revise work when instructed.

- If you need additional help, please ask during your teacher’s office hours.
- Be sure to communicate with parents and teacher with any areas of your concerns
- Remember to communicate with your teachers during the school day hours 8AM-4PM